DOGS AGAINST CLOGS
A STORY YOU CAN DRAW!

BY - THE RESPONSIBLE FLUSHING ALLIANCE
Meet Apollo!

HE IS A DOG AGAINST CLOGS.
“FINISH COLORING OUR HERO”
Apollo is here to teach us how to stop Clog Monster!
Clog Monster gets bigger when we put things in the toilet that don’t belong there.

Be a hero like Apollo. Don’t feed Clog Monster!
When we feed Clog Monster and put things in the toilet that don’t belong there, it breaks the toilet and puts the wrong things in our water!
This is Artemis. She is friends with Clog Monster.
Artemis likes to feed Clog Monster by putting things in the toilet that don’t belong in there!
You and Apollo can stop Artemis and Clog Monster by making sure that you always close the lid after you are done using the toilet. That way Artemis can’t feed Clog Monster!
Flush the toilet

Wash your hands
If you want to be a hero like Apollo, practice coloring in what belongs in the toilet and what doesn’t!

If you see this Do Not Flush symbol on wipes, do not flush them in the toilet!
What can we flush?

- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- NO!
- YES!

(Images of items: duck, building blocks, teddy bear, tissue box, baby, toilet paper)
Meet the real Apollo and Artemis
The End

For more information and activities regarding what not to flush, please visit www.flushsmart.org